For Immediate Release

Directed Light Inc. has sold its laser contract manufacturing unit to Laserage Technology Corporation (Waukegan, IL)

As a result, Laserage expands to provide additional services to emerging companies in the Northern California Region while Directed Light remains committed to its worldwide Laser Spare Parts and Service business.

San Jose, CA (October 1, 2014) – Neil Ball, President of Directed Light announced today the sale of the company’s laser processing contract manufacturing unit to Laserage Technology Corporation. Directed Light will remain committed to serving the needs of its industrial, medical and scientific laser end-user customers through the distribution of mission-critical laser spare parts and service.

Laserage will utilize the expanded capabilities of the acquired division to provide additional services to emerging and growth companies in the Northern California Region. DLI’s laser processing group will be integrated into Laserage and will continue to serve its customers from its current location and contacts.

“Our respective companies share a history of innovation and attention to complex customer needs. Laserage’s purchase of Directed Light Inc.’s contract manufacturing division provides the region with 65+ years of combined experience in a wide variety of industrial laser applications, across a diverse group of industries including medical device and aerospace. Directed Light will continue to be the go-to resource for all of your laser spare parts and service needs,” said Mr. Ball.

For more information about Laserage Technology or Directed Light, please visit our websites at www.laserage.com or www.directedlight.com
**About Directed Light Inc.**
Directed Light Inc, will move forward by concentrating its efforts as a rapid response, certified source for mission-critical laser lamps and components (spare parts), serving the automotive, aerospace, defense, medical device, medical lasers, scientific, microelectronics, semiconductor, telecom, safety & security, and consumer products industries.

**About Laserage Technology Corporation Inc.**
Laserage Technology Corporation, a privately held corporation founded in 1979, is an ISO 13485 registered, global precision laser contract manufacturer servicing the medical device, aerospace and industrial business-to-business markets.

Laserage is a value added outsourcing partner in R&D, pilot production, and volume production stages of medical device development and manufacturing, delivering unsurpassed customer service and quality components to the medical device community.

Product capabilities include medical implants and components, medical instruments, electronic substrates, and aerospace assemblies and secondary operations, as well as the laser machining of plastics, composite materials, ceramics and avionics cable assemblies, for which Laserage received the Rockwell Collins President's award for high reliability, excellent quality and superb response.